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Workflow
Reengineering
Puffin
Yasmin marah
terhadap perbuatan

papanya yang
menghancurkan
perasaan
mamanya. Dia
benci terhadap
Nenek Mary kerana
menjadi punca
perpisahan mama
dengan papanya.
Disebabkan mereka
juga, dia terpisah
dengan Dahlia,

kakaknya. Mamanya
pula kemudian
meninggalkannya
untuk selama-
lamanya.
Bagaimanakah dia
dapat menghadapi
semua perkara
yang langsung tidak
menyebelahi
nasibnya? Namun,
kemarahan dan
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kebencian itu reda
apabila Yasmin
melihat keadaan
Nenek Mary dan
mengetahui perkara
sebenar tentang
papa dan kakaknya.
Perasaan kasih dan
sayang pula
meresap ke dalam
sanubarinya. Dia
terpaksa membuat
pilihan. Mampukah
Yasmin
menyatukan
kasihnya dan
membahagiakan
orang-orang yang
disayanginya?
Grasindo
Dr. Whitfield
provides a
clear and
effective
introduction
to the basic
principles of
recovery.
This book is
a modern
classic, as

fresh and
useful today
as it was
more than a
decade ago
when first
published.
Here,
frontline
physician and
therapist
Charles
Whitfield
describes the
process of
wounding that
the Child
Within (True
Self)
experiences
and shows how
to
differentiate
the True Self
from the
false self.
He also
describes the
core issues
of recovery

and more.
Other
writings on
this topic
have come and
gone, while
Healing the
Child Within
has remained
a strong
introduction
to
recognizing
and healing
from the
painful
effects of
childhood
trauma.
Highly
recommended
by therapists
and survivors
of trauma.
The Jade Tiger
Harlequin
NEW YORK,
OCTOBER 1928.
The Big Apple
teems with the
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glitter of Bright
Young Things,
Prohibition, and
scofflaws-the
perfect place for
Penelope Harris to
start her life over.
As a former opera
singer turned
Shanghai nightclub
owner, she's seen
and done a lot,
maybe too much.
With any luck, she'll
leave more than The
Jade Tiger casino
behind her-a
murdered husband,
a blackmailing torch
singer, and Thom
Lund, the ex-cop
who stole her heart.
But Penelope has
never had that kind
of luck; her past is
already waiting for
her in New York.
When someone
murders her
chiseling

blackmailer at an out-
of-control party and
Thom is accused of
the crime, Penelope
must face down her
darkest memories to
prove his innocence.
Is the murderer her
cousin Charles,
suckered into a
hasty marriage by
Penelope's
blackmailer? Or is it
Penelope's over-
protective mother,
who can't remember
a thing after a blow
to the head? Or was
it Thom after all,
ready to commit
murder to save
Penelope from the
blackmailer's
wicked plans?
Among the opulent
mansions of the
obscenely wealthy
and the grit of a
Hell's Kitchen
speakeasy, Penelope

and Thom must
navigate double-
crosses, bad liquor,
bootleggers, and
dark, obsessive love
to find the murderer
before the past
reaches out to put a
noose around both
their necks
Cultural Studies in
Question SAGE
The first instalment
in a magnificent
epic by the creator
of the global
phenomenon the
TALES OF THE
Otori, Lian Hearn,
whose books have
sold over four
million copies
worldwide An
ambitious warlord
leaves his nephew
for dead and seizes
his lands. A
stubborn father
forces his younger
son to surrender his
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wife to his older
brother. A
mysterious woman
seeks five fathers for
her children. A
powerful priest
meddles in the
succession to the
Lotus Throne.
These are the
threads of an
intricate tapestry in
which the laws of
destiny play out
against a backdrop
of wild forest,
elegant court, and
savage battlefield.
Set in a mythical
medieval Japan
inhabited by
warriors and
assassins, ghosts and
guardian spirits,
Emperor of the
Eight Islands by
Lian Hearn is a
brilliantly imagined
novel, full of drama
and intrigue - the

beginning of an
enthralling, epic
adventure: The Tale
of Shikanoko.
'Brutally thrilling
historical fantasy'
Herald Sun 'Wildly
successful...
Convince[s] as if
being read in
translation, as if
Hearn is merely the
medium for some
lost and ancient text.
Much like Game of
Thrones, the book
can be read as
political intrigue,
with great strength
deriving from the
character studies.
Nobody is black or
white, rather shades
of grey' The Age
'Moves onwards
with the narrative
force of a flood. It is
easy to let the book
sweep the reader
away, to engage

with strange events...
very compelling
characters [and]
huge imaginative
vitality' Sydney
Morning Herald
'The action comes
thick and fast . . .
Compelling
characters and
captivating
worldbuilding'
Japan Times 'A
must-read' Aurealis
'One of the great
joys of genre novels
is that they usually
care deeply about
plot, satisfying the
innately human
desire for story. And
there is story aplenty
here. The unfolding
events are so
fascinating, the
writing so lithe and
seductive. There's
no need to have
read Hearn's earlier
Otori series, set in
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the same remarkable
fantasy world, to
enjoy this one.
Indeed, her new
epic seems sure to
recruit a fresh legion
of fans' The
Saturday Paper
'Stands alone for
fine storytelling'
West Australian
'Colourful and
fascinating
characters' Courier
Mail Available now
LORD OF THE
DARKWOOD:
Books 3 and 4 in
THE TALE OF
SHIKANOKO.
Don't miss any of
the novels in the
OTORI saga
ACROSS THE
NIGHTINGALE
FLOOR GRASS
FOR HIS PILLOW
BRILLIANCE OF
THE MOON THE
HARSH CRY OF

THE HERON
HEAVEN'S NET
IS WIDE
Derap-derap
tasbih
Macmillan
Publishers
Aus.
When the body
of an American
archaeologist
is found
floating in the
Yangzi River,
Ministry of
Public Security
agent Liu
Hulan and her
husband,
American
attorney David
Stark, are
dispatched to
Site 518 to
investigate. As
Hulan
scrutinizes this
death—or is it a

murder?—David,
on behalf of the
National Relics
Bureau, tries to
discover who
has stolen from
the site an
artifact that
may prove to
the world
China’s claim
that it is the
oldest
uninterrupted
civilization on
earth. This
artifact is not
only an object
of great
monetary value
but one that is
emblematic of
the very soul of
China.
Everyone—from
the Chinese
government, to
a religious cult,
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to an
unscrupulous
American art
collector—wants
this relic, and
some, it seems,
may be willing
to kill to get it.
At stake in this
investigation is
control of
China’s history
and national
pride, and even
stability
between China
and the United
States. The
troubled Hulan
must overcome
her own fears
of failure, while
David tries
desperately to
break through
the shell that
has built up
around his

wife. As Hulan
and David are
enmeshed in
international
schemes for
power and the
turbulence of
their own
relationship,
these hunters
after the truth
become the
hunted—in a fast-
driving
narrative set
against the
backdrop of the
building of the
Three Gorges
Dam, the
largest and
most expensive
project China
has undertaken
since the Great
Wall and the
subject of great
international

debate. It is
here, in the
heart of the
Three Gorges,
that David and
Hulan will
battle their
enemies and
their own
natures to see
who will win
China’s dragon
bones. Dragon
Bones
combines
ancient myth
with
contemporary
anxieties
concerning
religious
fanaticism and
terrorism to
tell a story of
love, betrayal,
history,
ecology,
greed—and gory
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murder.
Seribu Zirah
Rindu Marshall
Cavendish
International
Asia Pte Ltd
Hamida and
Hamido are
twins, grown
from a single
embryo inside
one womb.
Violently
parted, they
search the city
in the
darkening
circles of a
dream, only to
find, lose and
find each
other, each
time as if it
were the first.
Their journey
-- terrifying
and exact --
leads to an

unbroken cycle
of corruption
and brutality.
With a precise
and hypnotic
intensity,
Circling Song
pursues the
conflicts of
sex, class,
gender and
military
violence deep
into the
psyche. -- Back
cover.
Words of Silk
Marshall
Cavendish
The Art of
Anthropology
collects together
the most
influential of
Gell's writings,
which span the
past two decades,
with a new
introductory
chapter written

by Gell. The
essays vividly
demonstrate
Gell's theoretical
and empirical
interests and his
distinctive
contribution to
several key areas
of current
anthropological
enquiry. A central
theme of the
essays is Gel's
highly original
exploration of
diagrammatic
imagery as the
site where social
relations and
cognitive
processes
converge and
crystallise. Gell
tracks this
imagery across
studies of tribal
market
transactions,
dance forms, the
iconicity of
language and his
most recent and
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groundbreaking
analyses of
artworks.Written
with Gell's
characteristic
fluidity and grace
and generously
illustrated with
Gell's original
drawings and
diagrams, the
book will interest
art historians,
sociologists and
geographers no
less than
anthropologists,
challenging, as it
does, established
ideas about
exchange,
representation,
aesthetics,
cognition and
spatial and
temporal
processes.

The Circling
Song Hachette
UK
A woman
disappears

without trace.
Nobody,
including the
police
commissioner
investigating the
case, can
understand how
a woman could
simply walk
away, leaving
husband and
home behind.
After all, in the
Kingdom of Oil
where His
Majesty reigns
supreme, no
woman has ever
dared disobey
the command of
men. When the
woman finally
reappears, there
is a blurring
between the
men in her life,
as she leaves
one to join
another, then

returns to her
first husband
who has since
taken a new
wife. She is
trapped in a man-
made web,
unable to escape
from a male
figure who
continually fills
urns that she
must carry.

Educating
Caroline Red
Wheel/Weiser
The debt
Ionanthe will
leave her
freedom at the
castle doors.
Ancient laws
demand an eye
for an eye—she
must pay the
price for her
sister's
mistake. The
payment
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Recently
crowned Prince
Max plans to
bring change to
his country, but
only after his
new bride has
arrived—as
settlement for
the debt he is
owed…. The
price A
ruthless ruler
and his virgin
queen.
Trembling with
the fragility of
a new spring
bud, Ionanthe
will go to her
husband: She
was given as
penance, but
he'll take her
for pleasure!
The Scoundrel
Takes a Bride
Bantam

Raising decent,
caring, and
responsible
children is the
most complex
and challenging
job in every
parent’s
life—and an
increasingly
difficult one in
today’s
society. Here is
the most
authoritative
book available
on this crucial
subject, a
valuable and
sensitive guide
for parents who
want their
children to
grow up with
lifelong positive
values. Based
on fascinating
research, this

groundbreaking
work by
psychologist
and educator
Dr. Thomas
Lickona
describes the
predictable
stages of moral
development
from birth to
adulthood. And
it offers you
down-to-earth
advice and
guidance for
each stage: •
Seven caring
ways to
discipline
“terrible twos”
• Why your
preschooler
“lies” and how
to handle it •
What to do
about a four-
year-old’s back
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talk • How to
handle your se
ven-year-old’s
endless
negotiations
about what’s
“fair” • Why
teens have
trouble with
peer
pressure—and
how to help
them • How to
talk to your
child about
drugs, drinking,
and sex • How
to help children
of any age
reason more
clearly about
what’s right
and wrong
PLUS . . . A list
of more than
one hundred
children’s
books that

teach moral
values, and
much more.
“An excellent
book on a
vastly
neglected
aspect of
raising
children.”—Dr.
Fitzhugh
Dodson, author
How to Parent,
How to Father
“We have been
waiting for a
book like this
for a long
time—a readable
work that
translates a
moral
development
into parents’
language and e
xperience.”—Dol
ores Curran,
author of Traits

of a Healthy
Family “Truly
integrates a
moral
development
theory into a
consistent
approach to
childrearing. . .
Word-of-mouth
recommendatio
ns from parent
to parent may
lift it to the
level of
popularity once
held by Dr.
Spock’s book
on child
care.”—Moral
Education
Forum
Dragon Bones
Harper Collins
Lady Caroline
Linford is
horrified to
discover... her
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fianc�, the
Marquis of
Winchilsea, in
the arms of
another woman.
Unfortunately,
Victorian society
considers such
masculine
peccadilloes a
trifle; canceling
their imminent
wedding would
be unthinkable.
But Caroline's
wish is for the
man she is to
marry to desire
only her...and
she seeks
lessons in the
art of romance
from the best
teacher:
London's most
notorious rake.
Braden Granville
may be a famous
lover... but he
has no intention

of taking part in
Caroline's
scheme -- until
he learns she
has something
he wants: the
name of his own
unfaithful
fianc�e's lover.
As their
passionate
tutelage begins,
sparks fly -- and
the lines
between teacher
and student fall
away. Now there
is just one last
lesson to learn:
on the subject of
true love, the
heart chooses
its own
unpredictable
ways.

Strukturalisme
L�vi-Strauss
Saqi
Structuralism,
folklore, and

mythology of
Indonesian
culture; social-
anthropology
viewpoint
based on L�vi-
Strauss
paradigm.
In Stitches with
Ms. Wiz
Routledge
Sharks are
nature’s most
revered and
feared killing
machines. But if
you study the
behaviour of
sharks, you will
learn they are
also highly
strategic and
efficient in the
way they survive
and thrive in
nature’s
competitive
environment.
Inspired by the
shark’s evolved
(over 420 million
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years) instincts
and strategic
moves, this book
provides
businesses with
10 ways on how
to attack the
market leaders,
and take market
share, in your
sector. “Move or
Die”, “Strike
Unpredictably”,
“Timing is the
Key”, “Spread
Panic” – these are
some of the key
ways to make
shark food out of
market leaders.
Building on the
success of the
first edition of
Sharkonomics
(2012), this
expanded and
updated edition
provides an
inspiring
perspective on
competing in
business and how
companies of any

size can create a
presence for
themselves in
their market.
“Stefan not only
uses the ‘shark’
metaphor but has
actually swam in
shark waters to
absorb the drama
of life and death.
He describes the
attack stratagems
of a shark but
respects the
intended victims
enough to show
how they can
defend
themselves.
The Windows
Pelangi
ePublishing Sdn
Bhd
From failure to
fusilli, this
deliciously
hilarious read
tells the story of
Giulia Melucci's
fizzled romances
and the mouth-
watering recipes

she used to
seduce her men,
and console
herself when the
relationships
flamed out. From
an affectionate
alcoholic, to the
classic New York
City commitment-
phobe, to a
hipster aged past
his sell date, and
not one, but two
novelists with
Peter Pan
complexes, Giulia
has cooked for
them all. She
suffers each
disappointment
with resolute
cheer (after a few
tears) and a bowl
of pasta (recipes
included) and has
lived to tell the
tale so that other
women may go
out, hopefully
with greater
success, and if
that's not
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possible, at least
have something
good to eat.
Peppered
throughout
Giulia's delightful
and often poignant
remembrances
are fond
recollections of
her mother's
cooking, the
recipes she
learned from her,
and many she
invented in the
throes of passion.

Kasih di Tiga
Ufuk Saqi
The magical Ms.
Wiz helps Jack
when he goes to
the hospital to
have an
operation, but
the doctors
become
suspicious when
her stethoscope
plays disco
music, Jack's

appendix
escapes from its
jar, and the
children's ward
is overrun by
mice.

A Lady of
Persuasion
Hachette UK
Laney
McLeod's
chance
encounter in a
Manhattan
elevator leads
to a one-night
stand with a
wealthy
playboy -- but
a few months
later he's back
with shocking
news, as
irresistible as
ever. Laney's
life changes
the minute she
gets stuck in

an elevator in
Manhattan --
and relies on a
handsome
stranger named
Deke Sargent
to help her
fight her
claustrophobia.
When the
power comes
back on, the
two find
themselves in a
passionate
embrace that
leads to a
single night
together.
Shocked by her
own
recklessness,
Laney
disappears the
next morning.
Months later,
she receives an
even greater
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shock: Deke
shows up with
an astounding
announcement.
Unable to
forget the
chemistry
between them,
but afraid that
she's just
another notch
on this wealthy
playboy's
bedpost, Laney
must face an
even deeper
fear . . . or
forever lose
the one man
she can't resist.
Kitab cinta Yusuf
Zulaikha Sinar
Kejora
This major text
offers a critical
reappraisal of the
contemporary
practice of
cultural studies.

It focuses in
particular on the
contribution of
cultural studies to
the understanding
of media,
communications
and popular
cultures in
contemporary
societies. The
contributors, an
outstanding group
of internationally
acclaimed
scholars, examine
topics such as:
the different
strands of cultural
studies and how
they are
developed;
whether cultural
studies is a
coherent
discipline;
tensions and
debates within
cultural studies;
alternative or
related
approaches to
contemporary

media and society;
and the movement
by cultural studies
revisionists
towards more
empirical and
sociological
modes of analysis.

This Is How It
Happened (not a
love story)
Simon and
Schuster
Sensitively
edited and with
a connecting
commentary by
editor, Mirjam
Pressler, the
abridged edition
of The Diary of
a Young Girl by
Anne Frank
gives younger
readers their
first
introduction to
the
extraordinary
diary of an
ordinary girl
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who has long
become a
household name.
This abridged
edition has a
short prologue
written by the
editor, Mirjam
Pressler, as well
as a connecting
commentary.
There are
beautiful line
drawings, family
photographs, and
an Afterword to
explain why the
Diary ends so
abruptly. This
shorter edition
is ideal for
younger children
who want to
read Anne's
diary for
themselves but
are too young to
appreciate the
teenage issues
that Anne faces

during her time
in hiding.
Sharkonomics 2:
How to attack
and defend your
business in
today’s
disruptive digital
waters Ballantine
Books
She's been
handed her
walking papers.
Jane McGregor
has just been laid
off from her job
designing pink
slips for an office
supply company.
The irony is not
lost on her. She's
a twenty-eight-
year-old art
major whose last
major career
accomplishment
was being
propositioned by
the company vice
president.
Desperate to
maintain her

freedom from her
oddball parents,
tyrannical older
brother, and
slacker ex-
boyfriend, Jane
starts sending out
resumes. So what
if some of them
aren't exactly,
well, true. She's
taking the future
in stride. When
Jane's dad, a
staunchly
conservative
believer in the
corporate dream,
loses his job, and
her mom goes to
work for a trendy
dot com, Jane
discovers that the
family she's taken
for granted is
unraveling. After
a fellow lay-off
victim hatches a
plot to seek
revenge on the
office supply
company, Jane
must choose
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between living in
the past and
seeking out a new
future. To her
surprise, that
future might
involve a most
unlikely partner in
crime --
handsome, funny
Kyle Burton --
and maybe, just
maybe, a new job,
too.

Pink Slip Party
John Wiley &
Sons
Miscommunicat
ion -Employee
conflict -Work
ethic debates
-Loyalty
issues
-Varying wants
and needs -If
you are a
manager,
human
resources
professional,

or business
owner, you are
faced with
these types of
issues every
day. But why?
Because
currently, there
are five
generations in
the workplace:
Radio Babies
(born during
1930-1945);
Baby Boomers
(1946-1964);
Generation X
(1965-1976);
Generation Y
(1977-1991);
even some
Millennials
(1991 and
later). Each of
them has a
different
perspective,
based on their

upbringing and
daily lives. The
key to making
encounters
between the
generations
successful is
learning to
understand the
point of view of
each generation
and respect
their
differences.The
individuals and
organizations
that do this will
be the ones to
succeed. This
book will show
you how.
Authors
Gravett and
Throckmorton
take a dynamic
approach to the
situation by
writing in two
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distinct
voices—as a
Baby Boomer
and a Gen-
Xer—using a "po
int-
counterpoint"
approach to
identify
differences and
similarities
across
generations.
They share
hands-on
experiences,
real-life cases,
recommended
solutions, and g
round-breaking
research on
how members
of any
generation can
better relate to
minimize
conflict, misco
mmunication,

and wasted
energy. You
will learn what
each generation
thinks of the
others and how
each wishes
the others
viewed it.
Bridging the
Generation Gap
is filled with
strategies and
solutions you
can implement
immediately to
help build your
own bridge
between the
generations.
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